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FASA, 1999. Novel - Softcover. Condition: New. FASA Shadowrun Novels (FASA) Forever Drug, The
(MINT/New) Manufacturer: FASA Product Line: Shadowrun Novels (FASA) Type: Novel - Softcover
Code: S2PFASLE5749 Copyright Date: 1997 Author: Lisa Smedman Page Count: 271 Please review the
condition and any condition notes for the exact condition of this item. All pictures are stock photos.
The condition of the item you will receive is MINT/New. Our grading system is explained in the terms
of sale section of our bookseller page. Please feel free to contact us with any questions. Product
Description: There's a new "drug" on the streets, promising a phenomenal - and deadly - high. But
this time the dealers aren't selling a substance. They're working with a creature called a "corpse
light" - a creature of pure magic that gives the customer a euphoric rush. as it drains the poor sap's
life away. Romulus was the first to see this new scourge in action. As a shapeshifter, he's a freelance
agent to the Lone Star police department. His wolfish strength and sense of smell keep him useful -
and keep him from being admitted into the regular force. So when Jane, a beautiful, amnesiac
woman, is...
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ReviewsReviews

This type of ebook is everything and got me to seeking in advance plus more. it was writtern really completely and helpful. You wont feel monotony at at
any moment of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for about should you request me).
-- Dr . Sa ntino Cr em in-- Dr . Sa ntino Cr em in

The book is fantastic and great. It is rally exciting throgh looking at period of time. Your way of life period will likely be change when you full reading this
publication.
-- Elija h K upha l-- Elija h K upha l
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